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Abstract Numerous scoring scales have been proposed

and validated to evaluate coma for rapid pre-hospital

assessment and triage, disease severity, and prognosis for

morbidity and mortality. These scoring systems have been

predicated on core features that serve as a basis for this

review and include ease of use, inter-rater reliability,

reproducibility, and predictive value. Here we review the

benefits and limitations of the most popular coma scoring

systems. The methods include search of Medline, databases,

and manual review of article bibliographies. Few of the

many available coma scales have gained widespread

approval and popularity. The best known and widely

accepted scale is the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). The

Reaction Level Scale (RLS85) has utility and proven benefit,

but little acceptance outside of Scandinavia. The newer Full

Outline of UnResponsiveness (FOUR) score provides an

attractive replacement for all patients with fluctuating levels

of consciousness and is gradually gaining wide acceptance.

Keywords Coma � GCS � FOUR score � RLS85 �
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Introduction

The cornerstone of care of the neurological patient is the

physical exam. In acute and severe neurological illness,

serial examinations are the simplest, least expensive, and

often most reliable tool to assess the clinical course. These

bedside evaluations have given us the ability to synthesize

data into norms for patients across a wide spectrum of

diseases and severity with a good degree of accuracy. One

of the disease states that has benefited from this acquisition

and application is coma.

Coma is an alteration of consciousness that represents the

final pathway of various pathophysiological processes in

disease states (trauma, toxic-metabolic, vascular, neoplastic,

seizures) ultimately leading to derangement in cerebral

function manifesting as decreased arousal and awareness [1].

Coma represents a medical emergency and its management

hinges on the understanding of its etiology, and managing

complications that may arise. Perhaps most important is

being able to identify in a timely fashion those patients with a

reversible cause who may benefit from aggressive treatment

and have the potential for a favorable outcome.

Integral to evaluating patients are methods of rapidly

and reliably assessing their current status, monitoring for

and predicting the potential for worsening of their condi-

tion, and inferring potential outcomes to discuss with these

patients and their families. Rapidly performed objective

scoring systems have been developed for numerous disease

states and outcome variables serve this purpose. The utility

of a simple assessment scale for the evaluation of disorders

of consciousness serves to facilitate communication

between healthcare providers, allows rapid and therefore

frequent accurate bedside clinical assessments, and benefits

research by providing standardized assessment scales.

The ideal scoring system for evaluating coma should be

easy to administer and score, be applicable to the greatest

number of patients, able to accurately assess level of

consciousness, identify rapidly deteriorating patients, and

predict morbidity and mortality. Inter-rater reliability for

coma scales is generally presented as a weighted j value.

The j value is a measure of agreement between two or

more observers accounting for variability based on chance
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alone [2]. A value of 1 indicates perfect agreement and a

value of 0 indicates agreement by chance alone. Among the

scales developed for assessing patients with altered con-

sciousness are the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), the

Reaction level Scale (RLS85), and the Full Outline of

UnResponsiveness (FOUR). This manuscript reviews these

scales used clinically in detail including their validity and

limitations in assessing and monitoring disorders of con-

sciousness. Ancillary physiologic monitoring to augment

these commonly used coma scales at the bedside is not in

the scope of this review.

GCS

History and Validation

The most widely used and most studied coma score to date

is the GCS, first described by Teasdale and Jennett in 1974

and revised in 1976 with the addition of a sixth point in the

motor response subscale for ‘‘withdrawal from painful

stimulus’’ [3, 4]. The GCS was initially intended to assess

level of consciousness after traumatic brain injury (TBI) in

a Neurosurgical Intensive Care Unit in order to facilitate

communication among staff regarding patient status [3].

Since then it has become the gold standard against which

newer scales are compared and used widely by Emergency

Department (ED) staff, Medical and Surgical ICU’s as well

as by pre-hospital providers. Moving beyond the develop-

ers’ original indication, the GCS has been validated as a

useful tool for prediction of outcome after intracranial

hemorrhage [5], subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) [6],

poisonings including ethanol [7–9], neurodegenerative

diseases [10], drowning [11, 12], cardiac arrest [13–16],

recently tuberculous meningitis [17], and prediction of

death in palliative care [18]. The GCS is typically praised

for its ease of use, and universal approval. The GCS cal-

culates a score from 3 to 15, with 3 being the worst,

allowing for 120 different combinations grouped into 12

possible scores. Points are awarded for eye opening, motor

response, and verbal response (Table 1).

As of 2005, more than 4,500 publications made refer-

ence to the GCS [19]. The ease and appeal of the GCS has

lead it to be incorporated into many trauma scoring sys-

tems, namely the Revised Trauma Score (RTS) [20], the

APACHE II [21], the Simplified Acute Physiology Score

(SAPS), and SAPSII [22], the Circulation, Respiration,

Abdomen, Motor, Speech scale (CRAMS) [23], the Trau-

matic Injury Scoring System (TRISS) [24], and A Severity

Characterization of Trauma (ASCOT) scale [25].

Teasdale and Jennett reported significant consistency

between raters of the GCS [3]. Validation of inter-rater

reliability was initially described in terms of a

‘‘disagreement rate’’ [3, 26] that has been defined as ‘‘low’’

when they fall between 0 and 0.299 and high when between

0.3 and 0.5 [27]. According to this definition, Teasdale

et al. found that 7 neurosurgeons displayed low disagree-

ment when assessing 12 ICU patients with the GCS

(disagreement rates for eye opening = 0.143, verbal

response = 0.0054, and motor response = 0.109) [26].

The simplicity of the GCS and its rapidity of administration

have made it popular among emergency medical system

(EMS) providers for triage and to guide therapies, and has

become a component of many algorithms for out-of-hos-

pital triage to trauma centers [23, 28–33]. Consistent with

prior studies [34], Menegazzi et al. [30] reported inter-rater

reliability of paramedics and ED physicians with j = 0.48

for subjectively severe alterations of consciousness, with

least discrepancy among evaluators in the mild group

(j = 0.85). Although these statistics were deemed to show

‘‘significant inter-rater reliability’’ by the authors, their

results have less agreement than other studies and when

compared to other scoring systems [35, 36]. Furthermore a

prospective study reported in 2003 of pre-hospital and ED

staff assessment of patients with TBI showed GCS scores

to be on average 2 points lower by ED scoring; this dis-

crepancy was not statistically significant and correlation in

scoring was shown to be strong and independent of time

between scoring [28]. Further validation has been shown

among nurses in the ED and ICU’s [27, 34, 35]. As

anticipated, Rowley and Fielding observed that more

experienced providers consistently made more accurate

measurements of the GCS [37]. Interestingly they pointed

out that error rates were the highest in the patients with

‘‘intermediate’’ levels of consciousness where accurate

monitoring for change of clinical status is critical.

GCS as been utilized as a grading system in other spe-

cific brain injury paradigms, for example to assess

outcomes following SAH [38]. A simplified grading system

based on GCS that compresses the 15-point GCS into five

grades that are comparable with other grading systems for

SAH, namely the Hunt Hess Scale (HHS) and World

Federation of Neurological Surgeons scale (WFNSS) [39].

In a study comprising of 291 consecutive patients, GCS

was the best predictor of discharge Glasgow outcome score

and had the best inter-rater reliability (j = 0.46) compared

to HHS (j = 0.41) and WFNSS (j = 0.27) [39]. Other

investigators have suggested a statistically validated scale

for patients with poor grade SAH that combines the HHS

and the GCS to enhance outcome prediction [40].

Limitations

Based on initial validation studies, the GCS is assumed to

be accurate and reproducible; however, many newer stud-

ies have found only moderate degrees of inter-rater
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agreement at best [35, 37, 41]. Gill et al. [35] reported a

study incorporating 116 patients evaluated by two emer-

gency physicians. The weighted j for total GCS was 0.4

(component scores ranged from 0.48 for verbal response,

0.63 for motor response and 0.72 for eye opening). A later

study (n = 120 patients) reported a j for total GCS = 0.32

(component scores were 0.44 for verbal response, 0.54 for

motor response and 0.71 for eye opening) [42]. A study by

Holdgate et al. [41] demonstrated significant variability,

described as >2 points in sum GCS scores, between senior

ED physicians and nurses in a tertiary hospital. Unlike the

study by Gill et al., [42] there was more reliability in the

total GCS and verbal component (weighted j > 0.75),

compared to both the motor and eye components (weighted

j 0.4–0.75 for both). In this study there was also no dif-

ference in GCS calculations across the range of possible

scores.

A major concern for providers about the GCS is its

inability to accurately assess intubated patients and diffi-

culty in assessing aphasic patients due to the requirement

of a verbal component [43, 44]. This is especially impor-

tant for the use of the GCS in predictive scores such as the

APACHE score. In fact, the GCS has been proven to be the

most powerful predictive component of the APACHE score

[45, 46]. The methods of dealing with the inability to

accurately score the verbal subscore vary significantly and

include omitting the subscore, substituting median values,

and substituting ‘‘1’’ for the verbal subscore [43]. The

presence of aphasia has been specifically addressed by

Prasad and Menon [47]. They assessed three methods of

dealing with the verbal scoring of an aphasic patient: (1)

eliminating the verbal component, (2) pseudoscoring with

‘1’, and (3) median value substitution of the other com-

ponents. Their data agrees with others’ data [48–54], that

the motor and eye components alone can accurately sub-

stitute for a complete GCS where the eye and motor

subscale had 87% accuracy compared to 88% for the model

with eye, motor, and verbal scale.

Previous work has been reported using linear regression

analysis to predict GCS verbal scores from motor and eye

Table 1 Scoring on various coma scales

Glasgow Coma Scale Reaction Level Scale FOUR Score

Eye opening

4 = Spontaneous

3 = To speech

2 = To pain

1 = None

Best verbal response

5 = Oriented

4 = Confused conversation

3 = Inappropriate words

2 = Incomprehensible

sounds

1 = None

Best motor response

5 = Obeys commands

5 = Localizes to pain

4 = Withdrawal (normal

flexion)

3 = Abnormal flexion

(decorticate)

2 = Extension (decerebrate)

1 = None

1 = Alert; no delay in response

2 = Drowsy or confused; responsive to strong stimulation

3 = Very drowsy or confused; responsive to strong

stimulation

4 = Unconscious; localizes but does not ward off pain

5 = Unconscious; withdrawing movements on pain

stimulation

6 = Unconscious; stereotype flexion movements on pain

stimulation

7 = Unconscious; stereotype extension movements on

pain stimulation

8 = Unconscious; no response to pain stimulation

Eye response

4 = Eyelids open or opened, tracking, or blinking

to command

3 = Eyelids open but not tracking

2 = Eyelids closed but open to loud voice

1 = Eyelids closed but open to pain

0 = Eyelids remain closed with pain

Motor response

4 = Thumbs up, fist, or peace sign

3 = Localizing to pain

2 = Flexion response to pain

1 = Extension response to pain

0 = No response to pain or generalized myoclonus

status

Brainstem reflexes

4 = Pupil and corneal reflexes present

3 = One pupil wide and fixed

2 = Pupil or corneal reflexes absent

1 = Pupil and corneal reflexes absent

0 = Absent pupil, corneal, and cough reflex

Respiration

4 = Not intubated, regular breathing pattern

3 = Not intubated, Cheyne–Stokes breathing

pattern

2 = Not intubated, irregular breathing

1 = Breathes above ventilator rate

0 = Breathes at ventilator rate or apnea
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subscores [51, 52]. These studies have proved the

extrapolation of the verbal subscore from the eye and

motor components to be applicable to alterations of

consciousness due to traumatic and non-traumatic etiolo-

gies [53]. Rutledge’s original study [52] with

mathematical derivations was further validated by Mere-

dith et al. [53]. In these studies the actual subjects were

not intubated, a necessary weakness in the testing of their

theorems in order to compare extrapolated scores to

actual measured scores.

The GCS has been criticized from a purely mathemati-

cal point of view by Bhatty and Kapur [55]. They note that

there is a mathematical skew and calculation bias towards

the motor score as a result of assigning four possible scores

to eye responses, five to verbal and six to motor responses.

Critics of the GCS have acknowledged this and faulted it

for being overly complex and have proposed a modified

GCS, with focus on the motor component which would

improve ease of use and potentially predictive power when

there is inability to obtain a verbal subscore [8, 54]. Kelly

et al. tested a simple AVPU responsiveness scale which

scores mental status as ‘‘alert,’’ ‘‘responsive to verbal

stimulation,’’ ‘‘responsive to painful stimulation,’’ and

‘‘unresponsive’’ in comparison to the GCS. Their data

suggested that ward and ICU nursing staff found the AVPU

responsiveness scale easier to use than the GCS [8]. This

prospective study found that the most frequent difficulty

formulating an accurate GCS score occurred for patients

with alcohol intoxication in whom there was difficulty in

compliance with the assessment or had slurred speech.

Responses to this difficulty were to either omit the verbal

subscore or to score it inappropriately low. As stated

above, Gill et al. [35] showed only modest inter-rater

agreement between ED staff assessing GCS whereas

disagreement occurred most frequently on assessment of

the verbal component rather than the eye or motor

response.

In response to the limitations of the verbal component

of the GCS a 3-point Simplified Motor Score (defined as

obeys commands = 2; localizes pain = 1; withdrawal to

pain or worse = 0) was recently derived from the motor

component of the GCS and was found to have similar

performance for predicting outcomes after TBI when

compared with the GCS [56]. Healy et al. [48] have also

shown that a motor-only score is a more powerful pre-

dictor of mortality and advocated for inclusion of

mathematically transformed motor score in lieu of a

complete GCS in predictive models. However, they noted

the limitation of this motor-only scale for use after

pharmacologic paralysis. Further utility of the motor score

alone has been proven in terms of its accuracy and

reproducibility in pre-hospital triage [49, 50], and its

predictive value in TBI [51].

Teoh et al. [57] reported GCS scores with possible

permutations (i.e., a single numerical sum score can pos-

sibly be made up of more than one subscore profile). They

found that specifically the scores of 7, 9, 11, and 14 had the

most variability in terms of predictive value and that this

can have significant implications for disease severity cal-

culation for the APACHE and SAPS. Furthermore they

suggested that for these scores a GCS profile where sub-

scores are specifically addressed should be reported. The

inconsistent way in which the GCS is used may make it

less suitable for multicenter trials and calls into question its

validity between centers for its incorporation into predic-

tive algorithms.

Lastly, the GCS has major limitations for its utility in

children particularly those less than 3 years of age and prior

to acquisition of language. A pediatric GCS that retains the

three major components has been developed for pediatric

population (total minimum score of 3 and maximum of 15)

[58]. However, there is paucity of studies investigating

inter-rater agreement and variability utilizing the pediatric

GCS. One study (n = 73 with 104 observations) reports

inter-observer reliability to be moderate to good for all

components, with the grimace score better than the verbal

score [59].

RLS85

History and Validation

The RLS85 was a successor to the original RLS82 vali-

dated in a pilot study in 1982 [60], and subsequently

revised in 1985 [61]. The RLS85 was formulated to spe-

cifically overcome the shortcomings of the GCS in scoring

intubated patients and patients with swollen eyelids pre-

cluding the ability to open one’s eyes [61]. Following its

validation, it is now used almost exclusively in Sweden.

The RLS85 is a hierarchically organized scale with eight

possible outcomes or ‘‘reaction levels’’. RLS1-8 is assigned

after attempting to arouse a patient to a stable level of

consciousness via increasingly the stimuli: light touch/

talking, then shaking/shouting, then noxious stimuli [61].

The responses are graded stepwise in terms of depth of

coma, with ‘1’ being complete consciousness to ‘8’ for

unconscious and unresponsive. The authors indicate that

RLS1 is equivalent to ‘‘alert’’, RLS2 is ‘‘drowsy or con-

fused’’, RLS3 is ‘‘very drowsy or confused’’ and RLS4-8

signifies ‘‘unconscious’’ (Tables 1, 3).

The basis for developing a scale predicated on overall

responsiveness as opposed to the GCS’s multi-scale system

was that the latter is inherently prone to modification due to

untestable features and multiple possible algorithms used

to arrive at the same overall score [62]. As shown above,
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the RLS85 is based on the same objective assessments of

the GCS but separate modalities are combined into a uni-

fied stepwise scale. The RLS85 has been shown to be

useful in evaluating mild to severe TBI, cerebrovascular

disease and brain neoplasms, drug overdose, cardiovascular

disease, and gastrointestinal disease [62–65]. The initial

validation study for the RLS85 was tested in a neurosur-

gical setting as part of a multisite trial throughout Sweden.

The inter-rater agreement for the RLS85 regardless of

etiology of alteration of consciousness was calculated with

a j = 0.69 (ranged 0.6–0.82 across the four sites). Sub-

score analysis revealed the most discrepancy between

nursing assistants, registered nurses, and physicians with

regard to recognizing stereotyped flexion (j = 0.55) and

purposeful withdrawal (j = 0.51) [60].

Tesseris et al. [64] compared the GCS, the RLS85 as well

as the Edinburgh-2 Coma Scale, modified (E2CS(M)). In

their study comparing the evaluation of 46 patients via the

RLS85 and GCS, they determined that the RLS85 was

reliable and reproducible (j = 0.633), and superior to the

GCS which only demonstrated a j = 0.35 for same patients.

They also noted that RLS85 scores were equally reliable

regardless of etiology of alteration of consciousness. Based

on the fact that the RLS85 was showing superior inter-rater

reliability Walther et al. [65] examined the relationship

between the GCS and the RLS85 with regards to outcome

prediction using APACHE II scores with a far larger cohort

(n = 534) hypothesizing that the RLS85 scores would

improve outcome prediction. They found good agreement

between the GCS-based and the RLS-based APACHE II

scores as well as improved discrimination of the APACHE II

model when cerebral responsiveness was assessed with the

RLS instead of the GCS.

Limitations

The principle limitation of the RLS85 is that it is used

almost exclusively in Sweden. The Scandinavian Societies

of Intensive Care, Anesthesiology, and Neurosurgery have

recommended replacement of the GCS with the RLS85 in

that country’s hospitals [66]. Additionally, research gen-

erated from Scandinavian hospitals has been utilizing the

RLS85 in lieu of the GCS since shortly after its inception

[67–69]. To our knowledge there is only one recent pub-

lished report utilizing the RLS85 as an objective

assessment instead of the GCS outside of Sweden [70].

The learning curve in using the RLS85 may be slower

(less steep) than for other scales. The authors suggest a

total of 2–3 h of training time, including watching an

instructional video and practice on at least 10 patients [61].

This is a significant difference than the instruction on using

the FOUR score where raters watched a 20-min video with

an accompanying handout [36].

Innsbruck Coma Scale

History and Validation

In use since 1981 and first published in 1991 the Innsbruck

Coma Scale (ICS) was developed for the specific assess-

ment of trauma victims and is almost used exclusively at

the University Hospital, Innsbuck, Austria [71]. The total

score is analogous to that of the GCS in that there are 8

separate categories, 7 of which are rated from 0 to 3, and

one rated 0–2, with 0 being the worst score in each cate-

gory. This gives a total of 147,356 separate score sums

grouped into 23 possible scores. It is similar to the GCS,

but excludes verbal response thus overcoming the limita-

tion in intubated, aphasic, and aphonic patients. The ICS

also measures pupillary size and reaction, movement and

position of the eyes and oral automatisms (Table 2).

Aside from its internal use at the University Hospital, the

ICS was validated as a predictive scale and as Benzer et al.

[71] points out it fulfills two important criteria for a pre-

dictive coma scale: simple rapid assessment, and high

accuracy in prediction of non-survival. Diringer and

Edwards [72] examined the ICS and its sub-scores using

Cronbach’s a to test reliability, finding that the oral autom-

atisms subscore was disproportionately unreliable compared

to the other subscores. The reliability coefficient for the total

ICS = 0.78, contrasted to the GCS in the same study where

the reliability coefficient = 0.77. The ICS was modified to

be calculated without oral automatisms and evaluated for its

predictive power; ICS-Modified was shown to have a better

predictive power than the standard ICS.

Limitations

The ICS has not gained widespread popularity and very

little is published about it. There is no published study

assessing the inter-rater reliability as with most coma

scales other than the validation of the modified ICS as

above. One criticism of the ICS is that the score rates

dilated fixed pupils of greater severity (lower score) than

midposition nonreactive pupils [73]. Thus, a patient with

brain death having midposition pupils would achieve a

better score than one who is not brain dead with dilated

pupils. Further work needs to be done validating the ICS

before it can gain widespread acceptance.

FOUR

History and Validation

A significant drawback of many coma scales is the inability

to accurately and reliably assess brainstem function
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specifically. Moulton and Pennycook [74] have previously

shown that the GCS inadequately assesses the cough reflex

regardless of level consciousness score. Many coma scales

that include indicators of brainstem function have been

proposed to supplant the GCS including the Bouzarth

Coma Scale for TBI which incorporates brainstem reflexes

[75], the Maryland Coma Scale which includes pupils,

caloric reflexes, and grimace [76], the Comprehensive

Level of Consciousness Scale which includes pupillary

reflexes, eye position, opening, and movement [77], the

Clinical Neurologic Assessment Tool which included

chewing and yawning [78], and the Glasgow-Liege scale

which combined the GCS with five brainstem reflexes:

pupillary, fronto-orbicular, occulocardiac, horizontal, and

vertical occulocephalics [79]. These scales generally have

been more complex than the GCS and none have gained

widespread use.

Recognizing the shortcoming of the GCS, Widjicks

et al. [36] published a new scoring system in 2005, the

FOUR score (Table 1). Widjicks et al. [80] had first pro-

posed a scoring system for measuring impaired

consciousness that overcame some of the shortcomings of

the GCS; critiquing that it lacks the ability to identify

subtle changes in alteration of consciousness. This system

added a continuous performance test where a patient is

asked to raise his hand every time he hears a certain letter

in a standardized sentence to monitor alertness, and a

‘‘hand position test’’ (‘‘thumbs up ? fist ? victory sign’’)

to measure praxis. The FOUR score assesses four vari-

ables: eye response, motor response, brainstem reflexes,

and respiration pattern (Table 1). The acronym additionally

reflects the number of categories and the maximum number

of potential points in each category, exemplifying its

simplicity and attempt at universal appeal. Each category is

awarded 0–4 points with 0 being the worst. There are 625

possible scoring combinations grouped into 17 possible

scores from 0 to 16. According to authors the FOUR score

is superior to the GCS in that it can account for the intu-

bated patient without substitute scores and identify a

locked-in state, and detect the presence of a vegetative state

[36]. This is particularly poignant given recent evidence

that locked-in syndromes are under-recognized early on

[81] and increased patient awareness of the syndrome

given recent media attention to the story of Jean-

Dominique Bauby [82] who suffered a stroke resulting in a

locked-in syndrome.

The administration of the FOUR has a few specific

advantages over utilizing the GCS. The FOUR adds to the

eye opening of the GCS by testing eye tracking, thus

incorporating midbrain and pontine functions. Adding to

the motor score of the GCS is an extension of Wijdick’s

[80] earlier work incorporating hand gestures into the

evaluation. This alternative to the verbal score allows for

testing of afferent language processing and remains test-

able regardless of endotracheal intubation, aphasia,

aphonia, or trauma to the vocal apparatus. The bulk of the

motor score is similar to the GCS except that no difference

is delineated between flexor posturing and normal flexion

to pain. Additionally, no motor response and myoclonic

status epilepticus are scored equally, reflecting the associ-

ated poor outcome after anoxic brain injury [83]. Specific

testing of brainstem reflexes via pupillary, corneal, and

cough reflexes further allows the practitioner to localize

Table 2 Innsbruck Coma Scale

Eye opening

3 Spontaneous

2 To acoustic stimuli

1 To painful stimuli

0 None

Reaction to acoustic stimuli

3 Turning towards stimuli

2 Better-than-extension movements

1 Extension movements

0 None

Reaction to pain

3 Defensive movements

2 Better-than-extension movements

1 Extension movements

0 None

Body posture

3 Normal

2 Better-than-extension movements

1 Extension movements

0 None

Pupil size

3 Normal

2 Narrow

1 Dilated

0 Completely dilated

Pupil response to light

3 Sufficient

2 Reduced

1 Minimum

0 None

Position and movements of the eyeballs

3 Fixing of the eyes

2 Sway of the eyeballs

1 Divergent

0 Divergent fixed

Oral automatisms

2 Spontaneous

1 To external stimuli

0 None
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lesions and track progression of cerebral injury specifically

by addressing unilateral fixed mydriasis, a sign alerting to

uncal herniation. The authors advocate for utilizing saline

drops as opposed to gauze or swabs in testing corneal

reflexes in an effort to minimize corneal trauma. The final

category of the FOUR evaluates patterns of respiration.

This assesses respirations as spontaneous regular or irreg-

ular, Cheyne-Stokes, intubated but independently breathing

above the ventilator, or absent. If all four categories are

graded at zero the authors advocate to consider brain death

testing.

The FOUR was initially validated as a prospective study

in ICU patients (n = 120) assessing inter-rater reliability

among neuroscience nurses, neurology residents, and

neurointensivists, and compared to the same for the GCS;

this is the largest validation study of a new coma score to

date [36]. This initial validation proved that inter-rater

reliability between the FOUR score and the GCS is

equivalent (weighted j of 0.82; 95% CI). The agreement

was highest among neurology residents and lowest among

neuroscience nurses [36]. The FOUR score has recently

been validated through an observational study comparing

experienced neuroscience nurses, inexperienced neurosci-

ence nurses, and non neuroscience-trained nurses [84] as

well as separate studies evaluating ED staff [85] and

Medical ICU staff [86]. Comparing critical care nursing

staff, the overall weighted j score was 0.85 for the FOUR

score and 0.83 for the GCS.

In comparing non-neurology trained ED physicians, ED

residents and ED nurses, each of these groups was assigned

to evaluate 69 patients presenting with neurologic symp-

toms and data was compared to the same cohort measuring

the more standard GCS. Inter-rater reliability for consid-

ered excellent (weighted j scores of 0.88 for the FOUR

score and 0.86 for the GCS) [82]. In a study comprising of

medical ICU staff (nurses, residents, fellows, and intensi-

vists) there was excellent inter-rater agreement of FOUR

score (weighted j values of 0.97–0.99 for the FOUR score

and 0.96–0.99 for the GCS) [86]. These two studies vali-

date the inter-rater reliability of the FOUR score and

substantiate its use by healthcare professionals not specif-

ically trained to recognize neurologic signs. Two recent

studies have validated the use of the FOUR score outside of

the Mayo Clinic. Weiss and colleagues at the hôpital de la

Pitié-Salpêtrière, Paris, France translated the FOUR score

into French and assessed its utility and validity in a neu-

rologic critical care unit. A total of 176 FOUR scores were

calculated by two neurologists, four experienced nurses

and five inexperienced nurses. This was consistent with

prior validation studies (weighted j was 0.86 for the FOUR

score and 0.85 for the GCS) [87]. The French team high-

lighted that the FOUR score was useful, easy to learn and

easy to perform. A subsequent study by Akavipat further

validated and endorsed the use of the FOUR score spe-

cifically for neurosurgical patients [88]. 100 patients were

evaluated to assess inter-rater reliability of each the FOUR

score and the GCS, as well as to compare scoring between

the two. Patients were assessed by expert clinicians, novice

clinicians, experienced nurses, and inexperienced nurses.

The exact definition of ‘expert’, ‘novice’, and ‘clinician’

was not reported. Weighted j scores among the types of

rater varied from 0.93 to 0.99 for the FOUR score and

0.9–0.97 for the GCS. The poorest agreement was in the

brainstem subscale. The author points out potential pitfalls

of brainstem scoring that may be variable among examin-

ers including the loudness voice, intensity of applied

noxious stimuli, potential pupil size estimation, and fluc-

tuations between ratings. In addition to validation, the

practicality of adopting a new coma scale was assessed via

a questionnaire.

Limitations

As the FOUR score is a relatively new scoring model there

are relatively few criticisms beyond those highlighted by

the original study group. One potential flaw to date is that

up until recently the FOUR score had only been validated

at the Mayo Clinic (Table 3). As Bellomo et al. [89]

recently pointed out, caution is warranted for single-center

trials. The studies above have attempted to overcome this

limitation but further experience and validation outside the

initial study institution is required before the FOUR score

can be universally endorsed and utilized as a standard for

research protocols. In order to compete with the GCS in its

widespread use, further work needs to be done regarding

the predictive value of the FOUR score as well.

Conclusions

Critically ill neurologic and neurosurgical patients require

frequent and accurate assessment of their neurologic status.

Of the many coma scales that have been proposed for this

purpose, few of them have gained widespread approval and

popularity. The primary purpose of the coma scale remains

to facilitate communication of reliable and rapid patient

assessment for decision making, prognostication, patient

‘‘hand-off’’ and to be a measured variable in research

protocols. The best known and widely accepted scale is

clearly the GCS. The RLS85 has utility and proven benefit,

but little acceptance outside of Scandinavia. The newer

FOUR score is slowly gaining acceptance outside of the

Mayo Clinic hospitals and makes up for limitations of prior

scales and provides an attractive replacement for all

patients with fluctuating levels of consciousness for

assessment of the neuraxis (Tables 1, 3).
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Future Directions

A rapid bedside evaluation is the basis for all of the popular

coma scales. Supportive data in the form of neuromonitoring

including biomarkers, physiologic, electrophysiologic, and

radiographic information are readily available and as the

assays of these become faster and more reliable they will

become attractive compliments to established coma scales.
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